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Veteran Journalist-Activist Anne-christine d’Adesky 
Revisits the Tumultuous 90s Era of AIDS 

In the Hybrid Memoir The Pox Lover 
 

The Book from University of Wisconsin Press 
Explores Her Work as AIDS and Haitian Rights Advocate, 

Co-Founder of The Lesbian Avengers and Reporter on Le Pen Rise 
 

American Book Tour Will Feature  
Activist Conversations and Digital Exhibitions 

 
“Reminiscent of the luscious lesbian literature of the Parisian past, but propelled into the era of 
AIDS, ACT UP, and the Lesbian Avengers, d’Adesky’s memoir also reveals her family’s role in 
French colonialism, raising compelling questions about privilege, survival, homophobia, and 
dislocation.”  

 —Sarah Schulman, author of The Cosmopolitans 
 

OAKLAND, CA. — Veteran AIDS journalist, lesbian activist, and Haitian rights advocate  
Anne-christine d’Adesky has lived several lives; in a new book, she takes measure of what she has 
learned from the chaotic, tragic, challenging and inspiring experiences along the way. The author predicts 
the rise of populism and extreme nationalism now sweeping the globe.  
 
The book from the University of Wisconsin Press explores the author’s 90s 
work and advocacy, tracking the rise of far-right populism - a harbinger of 
today's headlines. 
 
Meandering through indelible moments in time, d’Adesky takes us on a tour 
of Manhattan’s once-funky and now-gentrified East Village: through 
squatter protests and civil disobedience clashes with police to all-night drag 
and art-dance parties. The author relives the fun-loving anarchy of the 
Lesbian Avengers and their dyke marches, and the iconic public funerals 
staged by the AIDS activist group ACT UP. She also unsparingly charts her 
personal losses of friends and comrades to the plague.  
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Traveling as a journalist to Paris, an insomniac d’Adesky trolls the Seine, encountering waves of exiles 
fleeing violence in the Balkans, Haiti, and Rwanda. As the last of the French Nazis stand trial and the new 
National Front rises in the polls, d’Adesky examines the rise of the new right-wing in the popularity of 
Holocaust denier Jean-Marie Le Pen of the National Front, and his successor, daughter Marine Le Pen, a 
frontline 2017 presidential candidate. The author implicates her own bloodline in this history, mercilessly 
but honestly digging into her aristocratic family’s roots in Vichy France and colonial Haiti. 
 

ATTENTION MEDIA: For interviews with Anne-christine d’Adesky or a review copy of The Pox 
Lover, contact publicist Jay Blotcher at (845) 612-9837 or jay@publicimpactpr.com. Electronic 
Press Kit available here. 

 
“A necessary book. We need such a chronicle.”  

 —Felice Picano, author of Like People in History  
 
In the preface, the author instructs readers, “All I ask here, at the start, is what was asked of me: that you 
keep an open mind. That’s the best compass of all, I’ve found. I ask that and your willingness to take a 
trip, to dig in, and risk getting your hands a little dirty. To have some fun. C’est tout.” 
 
The Pox Lover is a memoir, a manifesto, a coming-to-terms, a testament of a life lived both unwisely and 
too well, offering an enduring message for every generation: grab at life and love, connect with others, 
fight for justice, keep despair at bay, and remember. The author’s journey captures the evolving cultural 
changes shared by lesbian peers and the surviving 90s generation. 

 

To support the publication of The Pox Lover, Anne-christine d’Adesky has scheduled a national book tour, 

marked by readings, public conversations and activist panels that will reflect on the lessons offered by the 

90s for today’s world. The public events will celebrate the 25th anniversary of The Lesbian Avengers with 

digital exhibitions and interactive experiences. 

 
 “A haunting contribution to the record of the AIDS era.”  
 —Laura Flanders, author of Bushwomen: Tales of a Cynical Species 
 

In The Pox Lover, d’Adesky makes clear that, for her, the political is highly personal. She also asks the 
question facing all of us now: will fascism win the day? 

 
Publication of The Pox Lover: An Activist’s Decade in New York and Paris has been made possible, in 
part, through support from the Brittingham Fund.  

 
Anne-christine d’Adesky is an award-winning investigative journalist and 
documentary filmmaker who reported on the global AIDS epidemic for New York 
Native, Out, The Nation, and The Village Voice. She received her Bachelor of Arts in 
Visual Arts and Writing from Barnard College in 1979, and her Master’s Degree from 
Columbia Journalism Graduate School in 1982. She was an early member of ACT 
UP and cofounder of the Lesbian Avengers. Her books include Beyond Shock: 
Charting the Landscape of Sexual Violence in Post-Quake Haiti, Moving Mountains: 
The Race to Treat Global AIDS, and a novel set in post-Duvalier Haiti, Under the 
Bone. She received the first Award of Courage from amfAR, the Foundation for 
AIDS Research. D’Adesky lives in Oakland, California. 
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